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1 Introduction 

The main goal of experiments on deuteron break-up by electrons (l] or protons (2] at 
high transferred momenta consists in getting information about nucleon interaction 
at small distances or, in other words, high-momentum components of the N N
wave functions (w.f's). From this point of view the pole one-nucleon-exchange 
(ONE) mechanism (Fig. 1) seems mostly interesting, since in this case the break
up cross section is proportional to the product of the modules squared of the 
deuteron w.f., lllrd( q)l2, where q is the relative pn-momentum, and the half-off-shell 
NN-scattering amplitude, ITNN(q', k)l 2 

( q' and k are the corresponding relative 
momenta in the initial and final N N-states, respectively). For exact definition of 
q, q' and k see Eqs. (5)-(7) below. 

In previous theoretical approaches to the reactions p + d -+ p + n + p (3] and 
d+p-+ p(0°)+X (see, for instance, [4], [5] and references therein) in the framework 
of the same pole mechanism the on-shell amplitude of the pn-interaction has been 
used for the upper vertex, that corresponds to the so-called impulse approximation. 
At small values of nucleon-spectator momenta p; < 50 MeV /c this approximation 
looks quite justified, since the departure of the amplitude TNN(q',k) from the 
energy shell is negligible: q'2 

- k2 ~ p'; +mlc:I <:: q'2, k2 (c: is the deuteron binding 
energy and m denotes the nucleon mass). However, when the momentum p~ is 
large, validity of the impulse approximation becomes doubtful and requires special 
consideration. The influence of the off-energy-shell effects on the observables for 
the reaction of deuteron disintegration by protons p+ d-+ N + (N N) in the region 
of incident proton kinetic energies in the laboratory frame Tp = 0.5-2 GeV was 
investigated for the first time in Ref. (6]. Kinematical conditions of this reaction 
were chosen in Ref. (6] to be similar to those for quasielastic backward pd-scattering, 
namely, the final nucleon pair (N N) moved forward with small relative energy 
of nucleons, ENN :S: 3 MeV, while the nucleon-spectator flew in the back half
sphere with almost the same momentum, as for the initial proton in the p + d 
center-of-mass frame (CMF). In Ref. [6] it was found, that if the final NN-pair 
is in the singlet 1 S0 state ( this takes place for the reactions p + d -+ n + (pp) or -
n + d --; p + ( nn) at Epp and Enn of the order of a few Me V), the contribution of .6.
isobar mechanism is considerably suppressed by isotopic factors, whereas the ONE
mechanism dominates. It was established also, that the off-energy-shell effects were 
of great importance in the kinematics considered. In particular, the differential 
cross section of this reaction, calculated in the framework of the ONE mechanism, 
must possess by distinct minimum at the incident proton energy Tp ~ 0.7 GeV. 
The occurence of such a minimum is tightly connected with the node of the half
off-shell 1S0-partial amplitude of NN-scattering, t(q', k) (q'2 /m =f. k2 /m = ENN), 
at the point q' ~ 0.4 GeV /c. This node, in its turn, arises due to repulsive core 
in the 1 So-potential of N N-interaction, like the node in the S-wave component 
of the deuteron w.f. in the momentum space is caused by analogous core in the 
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Figure 1: One-nucleon-exchange (ONE) mechanism for the reaction p + d---+ N + 
(NN). 
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D1 state. So, we may conclude that the upper vertex of the pole diagram 

of Fig. I is not a bit less interesting, than its lower d ---+ p + n vertex, since both 
of them directly relate to the properties of the N N-interaction potential at short 
interparticle distances. 

In this paper the approach of Ref. (6] is extended for including higher partial 
waves in the amplitude of pN-scattering within the ONE mechanism. This allows 
to study the dependence of the deuteron break-up cross section on .the final N N
pair relative energy in the range ENN == 0-20 MeV, corresponding to conditions 
of the planned experiment at COSY (7]. Besides that, we investigate the relations 
between differential cross sections of the elastic backward pd-scattering and triplet 
pn-pair formation p + d ---+ p + (pn )1 on the basis of theorems concerning analytic 
continuation of pn-scattering amplitude (8] and pn-scattering w.f. (9] to the bound 
state pole. 
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2 Differential cross section of deuteron disinte
gration in the framework of the ONE mecha
nism 

vVe start from the general formula for the invariant cross section of a process 

P(P1, 0-1) + d(P d, ,\d) ---+ N(p~, a;) + N(p;, a-~) + N(p\, a-;) ( 1) 

(in round brackets the three-momenta and polarizations of the particles are indi
cated): 

d3 , d3 , 
I --2 d3p; P2 P3 (2) 

do- = (2ir)48(
4
l(P; - P1 l .u/41d 2E; (2;r )3 2EH2;r)3 2EH2ir) 3 ' 

where IA1;12 is the spin-averag_ed amplitude squared of the reaction given, P;, Pi 
are the total four-momenta of the initial and final systems of particles, respective-

ly, Io = ✓(E1Ed - P1Pd) 2 - m 2 MJ, J);/d is the deuteron mass, E; = ✓Pr+ m 2 , 

E! = ✓P? + m 2
, Ed = ✓P~ + AJJ. Performing the integration over the three

momentum p; and over the energy E;, we get: 

E' do- = _l_ p';M . 
1
d3 p~ df!; (4ir) 5 Io IE;p'~- (p~p~)E~, 

(3) 

The amplitude A Ji is calculated on the basis of concrete assumptions about 
dynamics of the process. ONE is the simplest possible mechanism of the deuteron 
break-up reaction. However, as has been mentioned above, it contains a nontriv
ial physical information about N JV-interaction and, therefore, must be taken into 
account as a first approximation. 

A correct calculation of the amplitude of the ONE diagram (Fig. I) requires 
incorporation of relativistic effects. Unfortunately, at present the problem of de
scribing reativistic processes with hadronic compound systems is not completely 
solved yet. Different approaches give different approximate solutions coinciding on
ly in the nonrelativistic limit. For instance, a widely spread method based on the 
noncovariant light-front dynamics or equivalent to it dynamics in the infinite mo
mentum frame (see Ref. [4] and references therein) suffers from explicit \·iolation 
of the rotational invariance, that becomes a definite flaw at intermediate ener
gies. A more general approach-:- the covariant light-front dynamics (10] -- turns 
out to be very effective for solving the problems of electromagnetic interactions 
with relativistic bound systems, including deuteron [11]. However, its practical 
application to the processes of hadron-deuteron interactions st.ill encounters some 
difficulties connected with dependence of approximately calc11lated amplitudes on 
the position of the light front surface. Using the covariant Feynman technique l'e
quires extremely complicated calculations of the deuteron Bethe-Sal peter function 
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and the half-off-mass-shell NN-amplitude. Although such an algorithm has been 
partially realized in Ref. [12] for the inclusive reactioi1 p + d _, p(0°) + X, the 
simplifying approximations made in that paper (neglect of the spin structure and 
off-shell effects in the :VN-scattering amplitude) are evidently not applicable for 
our purposes. 

Keeping all these in mind, we apply here for constructing the amplitudes p+cl -> 

N + N + N and p+ d -> p+ cl the same method, as was used in Ref. [6], namely, the 
relativistic quantum mechanics of three-body system [13], based on the construction 
of the full set of the Poincare group generators. In this approach the equation for 
two-body mass operator eigenfunctions and eigenvalues coincides in form with the 
Schrodinger equation [14]. In spite of restriction by the sector with fixed number of 
particles (that is, in fact, a minimal relativisation only), such an approach allows 
to incorporate in a self-consistent way a rather rich nonrelativistic phenomenology 
of N JV-interactions .. 

In the framework of the formalism [13] the expression for the ONE-amplitude 
of the process (1) has the simplest form in the CMF of the system p + d [15] 

Here cp( q) 
defined as 

JEd(E2+E31 )Ep(q) . , , 
4 ·==~-----~\Jf''d ( )T "1"2( 'k) 
'ft £ ~a;a2qNNa1<12q, · 2 <12 (4) 

/q2 + m2 
and the relativistic relative momenta q, q' and k are 

q == L-1 (m(p2 + p;)) ' 
J(P2 + p~n P3, 

, _ L-1 (m(p1 + P2)) 
q - ✓ Pt, 

(p1 + P2n 

k==L-1(m(p~+p;))' J( 1 ')2 P1, Pi+ P2 µ 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where pi; Pd, p~, p;, p; are taken in the CMF of p + d, where, according to 
Ref. [13], the conservation of 3-momenta in the vertices d-> 2+3' and 1 +2 -> l' +2' 
takes place. By this reason we use in Eqs. (5), (6) the relations P2 == Pd - p; and 

(p2)0 = E2 == Jp~ + m 2. (p;)µ is the four-momentum of the particle i and L-1 (Q) 
is the Lorentz boost acting on some four-momentum aµ == ( a

0
, a), a; == m 2 as 

follows: 

Q [ aQ l · L-'(Q)a==a-m ao- m+Jq2+m2 (8) 

By its physical meaning, the relative momentum of a pair of nucleons is nothing 
else, than the momentum of one of the nucleons in their common CMF. The mo
menta (.'5) and (6) are completely identical to the corresponding momenta q and 
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q' defined by the formulas (17), (18) in Ref. [6]. In the nonrelativistic limit we get 
q == (p; - P2)/2, q' == (P1 - P2)/2, k = (p~ - p;)/2, and the kinematical factor 

JEd(E2 + E~)cp(q)/E2 in Eq. (4) turns to 2.../m, as it ought to be. 

The half-off-shell MN-scattering amplitude TNN;:;~(q',k) in Eq. (4) satisfies 
the Lippman-Schwinger equation 1 

T a;"~ (q' k) == -4m 2 U"; "~ (q' - k) 
N N u1 u2 ' 0-1 u2 

3 U"; "~ ( I ) Pl P2 ( ) _ m L J _!!:_p_ P1 P2 q - P TNNa1 a2 P, k (g) 
(21r)3 p2 - k2 - iO ' 

Pl P2 . 

where U is the Fourier transform of the interaction potential. Being taken on the 
energy shell q' == k, the amplitude TNN relates to the CMF differential cross section 
of unpolarized nucleons as 

da12 t 1 - == ~ IT ";"~( I )12 
dD. 641r2s12 4 "1-:, NN "1 "2 q, k . 

1 2 

(10) 

cr1 0-2 

Here s 12 == 4( q' 2 + m 2) == 4(k2 + m 2). The factor 1/4 in Eq. (10) appeared because 
of averaging over initial particle polarizations. 

The w .f. w;t" ( q) is the eigenfunction of the mass squared operator of two 
3 2 

interacting nucleons, corresponding to the eigenvalue MJ. It satisfies the following 
equation [14]: 

(
q2 _NIJ)w"d () ~J d3p U";"2( - )w"d ( )- () 
m + m 4m a; 0-2 q + ~ (2 )3 Pl P2 q p Pl P2 p - 0 11 

Pl P2 1f 

and the normalization condition 

L, J (~:)3 w;r:2(q)w;r<12 (q) =: c5,\~,\d· (12) 
0"2 0'3 

The quantity (MJ/4m)-m in Eq. (11) is very close to the deuteron binding energy 
c == iVld - 2m and, consequently, the w.f. w;r"2(q) practically coincides with the 
solution of the Schrodinger equation in the momentum space. 

For further analysis it is convenient to introduce partial N N-scattering ampli
tudes til,(q', k) by means of the following decomposition: 

T u~ u; I 
N Nu, 0"2 ( q , k) = 41r I: 

JMJLL 1S 

mLm~ msm~ 

N°NN(L, S) Cf}::'.: Sms Cf,;';,J,, Sm5 

1 According to Ref. [13] the amplitude TN N coming into the formula ( 4) is the two-body 
amplitude of the process 1 + 2--+ l' + 2' in the three-body space. In contrast to the nonrelativistic 
approach, it does not coincide with the two-body amplitude for the purely two-body problem. The 
coincidence can be reached, strictly speaking, only in the limit (p 1 + Pd)~ --+ oo (see Ref. [15]): We 
will neglect this circumstance, considering the amplitude TNN as obeying the two-body Lippman
Schwinger equation. 
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C Sms CSm's Y,* ( •, )Y, (k) tJS ( I k) 
X l lu lu' la' LmL q L'm~ LL' q , , 

2 O'l 2 2 2 1 2 2 
(13) 

where cf;;;:; i
3

m
3 

are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the combinatorial factor 

{ 
1 + (-l)L+ 8

, if NN = pp or nn, 
NNN(L, S) = 1 if NN = pn 

' 
(14) 

is introduced to take into account antisymmetric properties of the amplitude for 
the case of identical nucleons. Indeed, for pp- or nn-scattering the states with 
even L + S only are admittable, that follows from the Pauli principle, while for 
nonidentical nucleons the sum L + S can be arbitrary, and no restrictions on the 
quantum numbers are imposed. 

We represent the deuteron w.f. analogously to Eq. (13): 

w;;u2(q)= L c1;::Llµdct1l.u2YLmL(q)uL(q). 
L=0,2 2 3 2 

( 15) 

µdmL 

Here u0 (q) and u2(q) are the usual S- and D-waves in deuteron, normalized as 

{oo dq q2 . 
Jo (21r)3 [u~(q) + iL~(q)] = 1. (16) 

Substituting Eqs. (13), (15) into Eq. (4), we get after squaring, averaging over 
initial and summation over final polarizations 

-- 1 ""' 2 /A1;/2 = - . ~ /A1d 
6 .\ , , , 

dO'l al 0-2 0'3 

_ Ed(E2+E;)cp(q) [ 2 ( )+ 2 ( )j F(, k) 
- l61r EJ Uo q U2 q q' . 

The function F ( q', k) can be written in the following form: 

I , , 12 
F(q',k) = L TNN:::;(q',k) 

O'~ Q'~ 

O'} u2 

( 17) 

L _ N;~N(L, S) tif,(q', k) (tff,(q', k) )* cfg,o cf:gw(2.J + 1)(2] + 1) 
JLL'JLL'Sl 

x (2l + l)J(2L + 1)(2L' + 1) { ; ~ ~ } { ~ ~ ~ } P,(q'k/q'k), (18) 

where the figured brackets stand for usual notation of 6j-symbols. Note that, 
according to Eq. (10), the function (18) at q' = k describes the differential cross 
sections of pn- and pp-scattering. As is seen from Eq. (18), the states with different 
spins S do not interfere in the cross section of the reaction, that is a consequence of 
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the total angular momentum J and parity conservation. Therefore, it makes sense 
to separate transitions in singlet ( S = O) and triplet ( S = 1) channels. 

The partial ampjitudes tff,(q', k) are found by means of numerical solving the 
Lippman-Schwinger equation (9), which after separation of angular variables re
duces to the system of coupled one-dimensional integral equations 

. ? i::o d 2 .JS ( I )tJS ( k) 
tJS ( , k) = JS ( , k) + _-_ ""'. · _EE_ t:LL" q ,p L"L' p, (19) 
LL' q, VLL' q, (4 )2 ~ 2 1.2 ·o ' ;r L" 0 ni p - 1,, - l 

where 

2 
rJs ( , k) m 'LL' q'. = -~ 

;r L J J,\11 J1W1 Sms Sm'., 
dDq 1 dfhCLmLSm-CL'm' Sm'.cl. l. cl. ,1, 

I I :::, L :::, 20'120'2 2(712(72 

u1 ,cr2 ,ul ,o-2 

m.5,m5',mL,m~ 

X u:i ;j ( q' - k) Y1,mL ( q') }L'm1, (k). (20) 

Concerning the reaction p + d -+ n + p + p at small relative energy of the 
final protons the question about the role of the Coulomb effects in pp-scattering 
arises. To take the Coulomb interaction into account, it is necessary to replace 
in Eqs. (9), (20) the function U by the sum U + Uc, where Uc is the Fourier 
transform of the Coulomb potential. However, as was found in Ref. [6]. for a rather 
big departure from the energy shell, q' ~ k, the influence of the Coulomb forces 
becomes negligible. Since this just takes place for our case, we will-exclude the 
Coulomb effects from consideration. Let us emphasize, that on the energy shell 
q1 = k such au approximation would be unacceptable. 

If the kinematics is collinear (the scattering angles in the laboratory frame are 
0~ = o; = 0° for nucleons in the NN-pair, o; = 180° for the nucleon-spectator). 

then q' I/ k, and Eq. (18) can be simplified: 

F(q',k) = /A0 /
2 + L /B,,/2 

1•=-1.0,1 

with 
Ao= I: N,vN(J, 0) (.J (2.J + l)t~1(q', !.:), 

J 

B ""' . ( · LO cL'O JI I f. µ = ~ NNN L,l)(L (2J + l)CJ,t1-,, Jµi-,JLu(q. :) 
JLL' 

and 

{ 
l, if (q'k/q'k) = l, 

(i = (-1)1, if (q'k/q'k) = -1. 

( 21) 

(22) 

(2:3) 

(21) 

The terms /A 0 /2 and· /B,,/ 2 in Eq. (21) represent the contributions from singlet 
(S' = 0) and triplet (S' = l, ms = Jl) states of the NJ\'-pair, respectively. Note 

that B_1 = B1-
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Provided the relative energy of nucleons in the pair is small enough, we have 
a quasi two-body kinematics. However, the state of this pair is characterized by 
spin projections a~ and a; of individual nucleons, rather than by definite common 
quantum numbers like the total angular momentum J, its projection AIJ, total 
spin S and orbital momentum L (as it will be discussed in the next section.) 
Then, below in this section we will denote the reaction considered as p + d -----> 
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Figure 2: The CMF differential cross section of the reaction p + d -----> p(0°) + p + 
n(l80°) as a function of the initial proton kinetic energy in the laboratory frame, 
calculated in the framework of the ONE mechanism by Eqs. (:3), (17), (21), (22) 
with S-, P-, D-, F- and G-waves in the state of the forward going pp-pair taken 
into account. The numbers at the curves denote the energy of relative motion of 
nucleons in the pair, Epp, in MeV. 

N{ (0°) + N; + NH 180°) to indicate explicitly, which nucleons are registered in the 
experiment (in brackets the corresponding scattering angles of registered nucleons 
in the la.boratory frame are pointed out). At the same time, one should remember 
thilt. the kinematics corresponds to the situation, when the nonregistered nucleon 
.Y; moves ilt the angle 0° in the laboratory system, and the relative energy of the 
forward going pair of nucleons N{N; is small: ENN = 0-20 MeV. As has been 
noticed above, in the collinear kinematics discussed the angle between the relative 
momenta q' and k can be either 0°, or 180°. For the case of pp-pair formation the 
result for the cross section does not depend on which sign of the scalar product 
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(q'k) in Eq. (24) we take. Indeed, since tJ = 1 for S = 0 and tL = -1 for 
S = l, under the substitution (q'k) -+ -(q'k) one gets Ao -+ Ao, Bi, -+ -Bi,, 
and the function F( q', k) remains unchanged. But the function F( q', k) for pn
pair does not possess by this property. In principle, the cases ( q'k/ q'k) = -1 and 
( q'k/ q' k) = 1 can be experimentally separated. Our calculations showed that the 
replacement of (q'k/q'k) = -1 to (q'kiq'k) = 1 at such low relative energies of 
pn-pair as 0-20 MeV results in some quantitative difference in the cross sections 
obtained, but, nevertheless, does not lead to appearance of any new qualitative 
features in the cross section behaviour. By this reason, below we consider in detail 

the case of zero angle between q' and k. 
The numerically calculated differential cross sections of the reactions p + d -+ 

p(0°) + p+ n(l80°) and p+d -+ p(0°) +n + p(l80°) as functions of the initial proton 
kinetic energy in the laboratory frame Tp (Tp = 0.2-2 GeV) are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 
respectively. The calculations were carried out by the formulas (3), (17), (21)-(24). 
For finding the deuteron w.f. and N N-scattering amplitudes the Paris potential [16] 
was used. We found that it was enough to restrict ourselves by taking into account 
the partial amplitudes t{J,,(q', k) describing transitions to the S-, P-, D-, F- and 
G-states of the final nucleon pair (i. e. those with L' = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), the relative 
contribution of the amplitudes with higher L' being less than 1 % in all the range 

of Tp and ENN considered. 
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Figure 3: The same as in Fig. 2, but for the reaction p + d -+ p(0°) + n + p(180° ). 
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The first qualitative feature, which draws attention, is a distinct minimum of 
the cross section for pp-pair formation at TP = 0.77 GeV (see Fig. 2), occuring for 
relative energies Epp ~ 0 - 5 Me V. This minimum is caused by the node of the half
off-shell amplitude t88( q', k) corresponding to the 1 S0 -+ 

1 So transition. In paper [6], 
where the Reid-soft-core N N-potential was exploited, the similar minimum took 
place at another energy Tp ~ 0.7 GeV, that was connected with the difference 
between the Reid-soft-core and Paris potentials. At EPP > 5 MeV the minimum 
rapidly fills up due to the contributions from the highest partial waves, and at 
EPP > 10 MeV it practically disappears. For the pn-pair formation the behaviour 
of the corresponding cross section (Fig. 3) is, on the contrary, monotonous for 
all values of Epn• The reason for it consists in the following. At small enough 
ENN the behaviour of the cross sections discussed is determined, in the main, ·by 
the N N-amplitudes t{,~( q', k) describing transitions to the S-states of the final 
N N-pair. Three such amplitudes exist, namely, tgg(q', k) (1S0 -+ 

1S0 ), tM(q', k) 
(3 S1 -+ 3 Si) and tM( q', k) (3 D1 -+ 3 S1). For the case of pp-pair formation the two 
latter amplitudes are absent (since for them L + S is odd), the only remaining 
t88( q', k )-amplitude has a node leading to the minimum in the cross section, as has 
been already pointed out above. For the case of pn-pair there are no any restrictions 
on quantum numbers, and all the three transitions are admittable. The amplitude 
{fiMq', k), like tgg(q', k), possesses by a node, while t1!i(q', k) does not. This situation 
is illustrated by Fig. 4, where the modules of the three amplitudes considered are 
shown as functions of q' at k = ✓mENN = 0. We see that jt~6(q',k)I has a 
broad maximum just near the points of the nodes of it22( q', k) I and it6M q', k) I ( the 
positions of these nodes are very close to each other). Namely the contribution of 
the "nodeless" amplitude t~6( q', k) leads to disappearance of the minimum in the 
cross section of pn-pair production. 

Both pp- and pn-pair formation cross sections fall sharply with increase of TP 
up to the value Tp '.::::'. 0.8 GeV. This is caused by the simultaneous decrease of the 
deuteron w.f. squared ul(q) + u~(q) and the function F(q',k) (Eq. (18)) in that 
region. The nodes of the tgg(q', k)- and t55(q', k)-amplitudes lead to a minimum 
of F(q',k) at Tp ~ 0.8 GeV; with further increase of Tp the function F(q',k) 
starts growing. For the case of pp-pair with small relative energy, EPP < 10 MeV, 
the rate of this growth is enough to suppress the decrease of the factor u6(q) + 
u~( q). As a result, the corresponding cross section in the region 0.8 Ge V < TP < 
1.4 GeV increases considerably. It is interesting to note that at higher TP the pp

pair formation cross section becomes practically a constant. For the pn-pair the 
growth of the function F( q', k) is not so fast and can only reduce the slope of the 
cross sections. 

As is seen from Figs. 2, 3, the absolute values of the cross sections of both pp

and pn-pair formation are very sensitive to variations of ENN, especially at ENN 

close to zero. The latter circumstance is stipulated mainly by the virtual state pole 
of the t88(q',k)-amplitude at k2/m ~ -0.1 lVIeV. On the whole, as ENN increases 
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from 0 to 20 Me V, both pp- ( excepting for narrow region near the point of the 
minimum) and pn-pair formation cross sections reduce almost by two orders of 

magnitude. 
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Figure 4: The modules of the half-off-shell partial amplitudes of NN-scattering, 
jtgg(q', k)I (the solid curve 1), t55(q', k) (the dotted curve, 2), /t16(q', k)I (the dashed 
curve 3) as functions of q' at k = 0. 

At E,v,v -+ 0 the partial amplitude tgg(q', k) becomes dominant (again, unless 
q' is in the vicinity of the minimum point) due to its nearthreshold pole mentioned 
above, which is much closer to the NN-threshold, than the pole of the ftJ6(q', k)
and tM(q', k)-amplitudes, occuring at k2 /m = -2.2:3 MeV and corresponding to 
deuteron. If we retained on the right-hand-side of Eq. (18) the term with the 
t82( q', k )-amplitude only, then the 1'atio of the pp- and pn-pair formation cross 
sections would be exactly equal to N~;,,(0,0)/N;n(0,0) = 4 (note tha.t if the final 
pair is in the antisymmetric state with quantum numbers J, M1. L. S then this 
ratio equals 2 [6]). In Fig .. 5 the cross sections for pp- and pn-pair formation (solid 
lines) are shown together at EPP = Ep,. = 0. As is seen, the cross section for pp-pair 
production is indeed greater than the one for pn-pair anywhere beyond the region 
close to the minimum of the former. However, at 1~ = 0.2-2 GeV t.heir ratio does 
not exceed 2.77. This indicates, tha.t the contribution of the :15\-st.ate of the pn-
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pair (shown in Fig .. j by the dotted line) is not negligible under these conditions 
even for Epn = 0. Moreover, it is easy to get from Eqs. (:3), (17), (21), (22) that a.t 
Epn = 0 the pn-pair production cross section is proportional to the sum 

1tgg(q', k)j 2 + :J(itM(q', k)1 2 + 1tg(q', kW), 

so the contribution of the triplet state of the pair is additionally amplified by the 

spin statistical factor of 3. 
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Figure -5: Comparison of contributions of different S-states of the final forward 
g0ing nucleon pair to the CMF differential cross sections of the reaction p + d -+ 

p(0°) + N + 1V( 180°) at EpN = 0: the contribution of the 1 S0-state for pp-pair ( the 
solid curve 1), total contribution of the 15'0- and 3S 1-states for pn-pair (the solid 
1;11rve 2), the single 3 51-state contribution for pn-pair (the dotted curve :3). 

To analyse the contributionlof the highest partial waves (i.e. those with L' f= 0) 
i11 the state of the final N N-pair, we plotted in Fig. 6 the cross sections for pp

itl)(l pn-pair formation, calculated by the same formulas (3), (17), (21)-(24) with 
all the important transition amplitudes t{L,( q', k) included ( the solid lines :3 and 5) 
and with transition amplitudes tig(q', k) only kept (the dashed lines 2 and 4). All 
the curves mentioned correspond to ENN = 20 MeV. The influence of the partial 
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waves with L' != 0 in the pp-pair state is seen to be very important, especially near 
the minimum of the dashed curve for pp-pair. For the case of pn-pair the states 
with L' != 0 contribute significantly only at rather low energies TP ~ 0.2-0.5 GeV, 
increasing the cross section in this region by a factor of 1.25-1.5. At higher values 
of Tp the total contribution of the 1 S0- and 3 S1 -states of the pn-pair practically 
exhausts the cross section due to destructive interference of the amplitudes with 
L' f= 0 in Eqs. (22), (23). For the pn-pair case the role of higher partial waves 
rapidly reduces with decrease of Epn• For instance, already at Epn = 10 MeV the 
relative error of neglect of the pn-pair states with L' f= 0 is less than 5%-at any Tp. 
For pp-pair taking into account the highest partial waves near the minimum point 
of the 1S

0
-state contribution remains important even for much smaller values of 

Epp• 
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Figure 6: The CMF differential cross sections of the reaction p + d-+ p(0°) + N + 
N(l80°) for pp- and pn-forward going pairs formation, The curves show the results 
of calculations taking into account all the important partial waves (i. e. S-, P-, 
D-, F-, G-) in the state of the pair (solid lines) and S-waves only (dashed lines): 
1 - for pp-pair at Epp= O; 2 and 3 - for pn-pair at Epn = 20 MeV; 4 and 5 -

for pp-pair at Epp= 20 MeV 

One more circumstance is also worth to emphasize. It is known [17] that the 
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position of the node of the amplitude tgg( q', k) as a function of q' practically does not 
depend on kin a rather wide interval of ENN = 0-100 MeV. However, when ENN 
varies from OT 0 to 20 Me V, the node shifts approximately by 60 Me V towards the 
region of smaller Tp, as is seen from the comparison of the curves 1 and 4 in Fig. 6, 
describing the 1 S0 -state contributions to the pp-pair formation cross sections for 
Epp = 0 and Epp = 20 MeV, respectively. This is a purely kinematical phenomenon 
connected with increase of q' (at fixed Tp), as ENN is growing. 

3 Relation between the cross sections of the pro
cesses of a triplet (pn)rpair formation and elas
tic backward pd-scattering 

The kinematics of the reaction p + d -+ p + (pn) we deal with is very close to that 
one of the elastic backward pd-scattering. If the final pn-pair is formed in the triplet 
state (presumably in 3 S1 at low relative energies), then it is possible to get some 
approximate relations between the cross sections of the processes p + d -+ p + d and 
p + d-+ p + (pn)t at high momentum transfers. One of such relations was obtained 
rather long ago by Anisovich, Dakhno and Makarov (ADM) [8] from consideration 
o_f the analytical properties of the corresponding scattering amplitudes. Recently, 
Boudard, Fiildt and Wilkin (BFW) derived another relation [9], based on analytical 
continuation of 3Srscattering w.f. to the bound state pole. Both ADM and BFW 
relations were formulated for a single-channel problem (i. e. as if the interaction 
did not mix channels with different values of orbital momenta). One can show, 
however, that such a restriction is not necessary, and the similar result holds for 
a two-channel system as well, e. g. for deuteron (see Appendix and Ref. [18]). By 
this reason, below we will use the subscript "t" in the process p + d-+ p + (pn)t as 
a short notation of the 3 S1-

3 Di-state of the final pn-pair. · 
The ADM and BFW formulas outwardly look quite different, so, it is interesting 

to compare the quality of approximation, which can be reached by using them. 
The importance of these relations may become still greater, if the contribution of 
the 3 S1- 3 D1 final state can be experimentally separated anyhow from the total 
contribution of the singlet and triplet pair formation (see, for instance, Ref. [19]). 
In the latter case one can make some estimations of the cross section of the process 
p + d -+ p + (pn )t directly from the data on the well-studied elastic backward 
pd-scattering. 

In an explicit form the ADM and BFW formulas can be written as 

da p' da 
dk2d0.J (p + d-+ p + (pn)1) = p: J(k) d0.J (p + d-+ p + d), (25) 

where d0.1 is the solid angle element of the backward going proton in the CMF of 
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the system p + d: According to Ref. [SJ, the function J( k) is 

2 rt 2 1 1 2 H[ ( H)] -1 [ 2]-1 
f.rnM(k) = rt 2ir 1 - 1 - -;; k k + (-at+ y1 k) (26) 

In Eq. (26) a1 = 5.41 fm and r 1 = 1.7.j fm are the triplet scattering length and 
triplet effective radius, respectively. The 

0

BFW prescription for f(k) looks much 
simpler: 

k 
fsF1v(k) = 2ir(k2 + o})a1 (27) 

with a 1 = F/EI = 0.232 fm- 1
. It is very important to emphasize that the relations 

adduced above practically do not depend on reaction mechanism, provided the 
momentum transfer to the final nucleon pair and to the final deuteron is large 
enough, but k is, on the contrai·y, small. However, at k2 > 0 both ADM and BFW 
relations are approximate. The reason of it consists in that the exact connection 
between the bound state ( deuteron) and pn-scattering w.f's holds only at k2 = 
kf = -m/EI, separated from the real relative momentum of the pn-pair !...· 2 = mEpn 
by a finite interval. Our aim here is to check the validity of Eq. (25) in concrete 
kinematical conditions for the case of the ONE-mechanism. 

In order to bring the deuteron break-up cross section i~to the form of the left
hand-side of Eq. (25), we must, first of all, go over from d3p; in Eq. (2) to d3 k, 
the relativistic relative momentum k being defined by Eq. (7). The phase space 
volume element is 

d3' ( d3' d3' ) d3' d _ P3 P1 Pz <l(4l p _ = /J3 <I>, 
q> - ')£' (·)~)3 •)E' (•)~)3 ·)E' (•)~)3 ( , P1) - ·)E' (·)~)3 d _ · ..., 3 ...,JI -- 1 .... ,. ..., 2 ..,/I ..., 3 .... ,, 

(:28) 

The two-body phase space volume element d<I> 2 is a relativistic invariant and can 
be calculated in any convenient reference frame. We will choose for finding d<I> 2 the 
system, where P1 +Pd - p~ = 0. Evidently, this system coincides with the C:\IF 
of the final nucleon pair., where p; = -p'2 = k. Removing the 8-functioi1, we get 

1 /,; dfl,k 

d<P2 = (21r )6 8Ek ' (29) 

where Ek= /k2 + m2 • 

Now we find the connection between p; and k. On the one hand. 

k2 = ~ [(e; + e;)2 - (p; + p;)2j - m2
• (:JO) 

Using conservation laws for the energy and :3-momcntum. we can rewrite Eq. (:30) 
in the CMF of the system p + d as follows: 

k2 = i [.5 - 3m2 
- 2ysE~j. (:31) 
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Here vs is the invariant mass of the system p+ d. >>From Eq. (:31) we easily obtain 

dk2 = VS p;dp; 
·) -E,. 
- 3 

(:32) 

Using Eqs. (2), (28), (29) and (32), we arrive at the following formula for the cross 
section 2: 

da p' k J 
dk2dD.1 = p: (4r.)S s Ek dD,k IA1;/2. (33) 

We have denoted dn; = dD.1 for matching with the corresponding solid angle 
element for the case of elastic pd-scattering. For identical particles in the forward 
going N jV-pair one has to multiply the right-hand-side of Eq. (33) by the factor 
½· Now, substituting the expression (17) for IA1;/ 2 into Eq. (33) and applying the 
partial wave decomposition (18), we can easily perform integration over dD,k due 
to the orthogonality of Legendre polynomials. The result is 

da . p; k [ 2( 2 ] 
dk2dD. /P + d ...... N + ( N N)) = P1 ( 4r. )5 s Ek K, Uo q) + u2( q) 

x L NN,v(L, S)(2J + 1) /tif,(q', k)/2, (34) 
JSLL' 

where the kinematical factor K, has the form 

Y" = Ed (E2 + E~) Ep(q) 
I\, 4 E? . (35) 

Note that the formula (34) can be derived not only by using the amplitude of 
the reaction ( 1 ), but also directly from the amplitude of the process p + d ---> 

N +(N N)JMJLS, where the state of the final N N-pair is determined by the quantum 
numbers J, lvlJ, L, Sand by the module of the relative momentum k. 

It is worth mentioning that for the reaction p + d---> p(l80°) + (pn), when only 
the momentum of the backward going proton is registered, the kinematics is not 
collinear and admits any angle between the vectors q' and k. At the same time, for 
the reaction p + d ---> p(0°) + n + p( 180°) discussed in the previous section the vector 
k can be directed either along, or oppositely to the momentum q'. Therefore, the 
role of the highest partial waves in the cross sections of these reactions may be 
different. · 

Since Eq. (2-5 ), strictly speaking, is valid for the triplet 3 S1 -
3 D1-state of the 

nucleon pair, we should retain in the sum over J, S, L, L' only the terms 

~In Ref. [6] the phase space volume was slightly underestimated by the additional factor 
m/( fi- E;) appeared because of using the nonrelativistic expression for the relative momentum 
in the corresponding formula. 
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Figure 7: The CMF differential cross section of the quasi two-body reaction 
p + d ---> p(180°) + (pn) as a function of the initial proton kinetic energy in the 
laboratory frame. The solid line represents the cross section calculated accord
ing to Eq. (34) taking into account all the important states of the final pn~pair. 
The dashed line describes the cross section obtained by Eq. (36) for the triplet 
final state 3 S1 -

3 D1 only. The dotted and dash-dotted lines show the right-hand
side of Eq. (25), obtained by using the functions fADM(k) (Eq. (26)) and fsFw(k) 
(Eq. (27) ), respectively. All the curves correspond to the relative energy of nucleons 
in the pn-pair Epn = 3 MeV. 

corresponding to J = l, S = 1, L = 0,2 and L' = 0,2: 

da ( p; 3k [ 2 2 ] 
dk2dD.1 p+d--->p+(pn)1)= Pi (41r)SsEk K, ua(q)+uiq) 

X [ltM(q', k)/ 2 + /tM(q', k)/ 2 + /tM(q', k)/ 2 + /tg(q', k)/2]. (36) 

The CMF cross section of the elastic pd-scattering for the ONE mechanism is 
well known in the relativistic quantum mechanics (20] and can be written as 

d~J (p + d---> P + d) = 
64
!

45 
II2 [u~(q) + u~(q)j [u6(q') + u~(q')], (37) 
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where 

II= Ed (Ep + En)c. (q) VS - Mo 
P 4E ' n 

(38) 

Ed = E~ is the energy of the deuteron, Ep = E; is the energy of the proton, En is 
the energy of the intermediate neutron, M0 = 2Ep + En. The relativistic relative 
momenta q and q' are determined by the same formulas (5) and (6), respectively, 
keeping in mind the' difference between the invariant mass of the N{ N;-pair and 
the deuteron. Note that the equality q = q' takes place in the CMF of the system 
p+d. 
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Figure 8: The same as in Fig. 7, but for Epn = 20 MeV 

The calculated numerically differential cross sections du/ ( dk2 d0. f) of the reac
tion p + d -+ p(180°) + (pn) as functions of the initial proton kinetic energy Tp 
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for Epn = 3 MeV and Epn = 20 MeV, respectively. 
The solid line corresponds to the cross section found by the formula (34) including 
all the important partial waves (both singlet and triplet) in the state of the final 
pn-pair. The dashed line describes the cross section calculated by Eq. (36), for only 
the 3 S1- 3 D1-state of the pn-pair taken into account. For comparison we showed in 
the same figures the calculated right-hand-side of Eq. (25), obtained by means of 
Eqs. (26), (37), (38) (the dotted line) and Eqs. (27), (37), (38) (the dash-dotted 
line). >>From the figures presented it is seen that Eq. (25) reproduces fairly well the 
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shape of the cross section in the whole range of initial energies Tp = 0.2-2 GeV, 
regardless to the choice of the function f (I.:) ( AD:\I or BFW) and to the pn-pair ex
citation energy Epn in the interval 0-20 MeV. However, the magnitude of the cross 
section of (pn)t-pair formation (the dashed line) can be obtained from Eq. (25) 
with an acceptable precision only at rather small excitation energies. Note that 
the BFW relation holds with better accuracy than the ADM one: at Epn = 3 MeV 
(Fig. 7) and TP = 0.5-2 GeV the relative error of the former is about 5%, while the 
latter systematically underestimates the cross section by 10-20%. The accuracy of 
Eq. (25) worsens at lower values of Tp, because in this region one of the applica
bility conditions - large value of the momentum transfer - violates. \Vhen the 
relative energy Epn increases, the departure from the bound state (deuteron) pole 
also increases, and the accuracy of Eq. (25) falls off. For instance, at Epn = 20 MeV 
(Fig. 8) and in the same region TP = 0.5-2 GeV the BFW relation underestimates 
the cross section of a triplet pn-pair formation by ~ 15%, whereas the ADl\I one 
- in about two times. -

In paper [9] on the basis of the relations (25), (27) (the BFW recipe) an attempt 
was undertaken to separate contributions of the singlet (1 So) and triplet (3 S1- 3 D 1 ) 

pn-pair states to the cross section of the deuteron break-up reaction discussed. But, 
for experimental resolution of the relative energy f:iEpn ~ 15-20 MeV, the accuracy 
of the relation (25) with the function fsnv(!.,) is about 1-5%. The contribution of 
the rest partial waves (besides 1S0 and 3 S1-

3 D 1 ones) to the cross section gives 
around 10% of the latter. Hence, the total error of separation of the pure 150 -

state contribution by such a method can be estimated in 25% of the full cross 
section. Therefore, the attempt of the authors of paper [9] to realize this separation. 
when the 1 S0 -state contribution is expected to be less than 30% of the full cross 
section, and at poor relative energy resolution is, most probably, an exceeding of 
the accuracy level of the relation (25). 

Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that at low energy Epn the cross section of 
a 3 S1 -

3 D 1-state pair formation accounts for a great deal of the full cross section 
given by Eq. (34) including all the partial waves in the pn-pair state ( cf. the solid 
and clashed lines in Figs. 7, S). Thus, at Epn = 3 MeV, the relative weight of 
the (pn )t-pair contribution in the full cross section defined by Eq. (:3-l) exceeds 
90%. At Epn = 20 MeV due to the growing influence of the highest partial waves 
this ratio becomes somewhat smaller, but remains rather high. 7-5-S5%. So. the 
ADM and BFW relations can be used for some estimation of total contribution of 
the triplet and singlet pairs to the cross section of deuteron break-up reilction in 
quasi-two-body _kinematics 3 . 

3 This statement violates, if Ep,. is very close to zero, since at such conditions the singlet 
150-state dominates. 
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Conclusion 

We. investigated the influence of the off-energy-shell effects in the MN-scattering 
amplitude on the cross section of the reaction p + d -> N(l80°) + (NN)(0°) in 
the framework of the ONE mechanism. For the case of the forward going pp-pair 
a deep minimum in the corresponding cross section at the initial proton kinetic 
energy Tp ~ 0.77 GeV is expected, caused by the node of the 1 S0 -> 1 S0 transition 
half-off-shell NM-amplitude. Appearance of such a node is tightly connected with 
the properties of the N N-interaction in the region of nucleon overlap. As the 
relative energy EPP of the protons in the final pp-pair increases, the minimum 
rapidly fills up because of amplification of contributions from the highest partial 
waves. The position of this minimum was found to be sensitive to the value of 
Epp• It was shown that the necessary (but, probably, still not sufficient) condition 
of experimental observation of the minimum in question was high enough relative 
energy resolution 6Epp S 5 MeV. Another important feature of the reaction p + 
d-> n(l80°) + (pp)(0°) considered in the framework of the ONE mechanism is an 
approximate constancy of the differential cross section in the region of the initial 
energies TP ~ 1.4-2 GeV. 

For the reaction of pn-pair formation in the same kinematics of the elastic back
ward pd-scattering the node of the 1 S0 -> 1 So transition amplitude ( as well as of 
the 3 S1 -> 3 S 1 one) is not distinctly seen in the corresponding cross section at 
any excitation energy Epn, that is caused by significant contribution of the "node
less" transition 3 D1 -> 3 S1 • However, the nodes discussed may reveal themselves 
in polarization phenomena which have been studied so far only in the impulse 
approximation (i.e. without taking into account the off-shell effects) [21]. 

It was shown also that for the relative energy Epn S 3 MeV the cross section 
of the reaction p + d -> p(l80°) + (pn)i of the triplet pn-pair formation can be 
estimated with an accuracy~ 5% by means of the relations (25), (27) based on 
an analogy between the processes of deuteron break-up and elastic backward pd
scattering. Since the latter has been already well studied both theoretically and 
experimentally, separation of the channel of the reaction p + d-> N + (N N) with 
the singlet N N-pair seems mostly interesting. 

The authors are grateful to V. I. Komarov for his interest to the paper and stim
ulating discussions. This work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation 
for Basic Research (grant N° 96-02-17458). 

Appendix 

l3elow we outline the main steps of proving that Eq. (25) remains approximately 
valid for deuteron considered as a two-channel (i.e. admitting the mixture of 3 Si
and 3 D1-states) system. The detailed proof can be found in Ref. (18]. 

It is more convenient for us to work in the coordinate representation. The 
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two radial components of the deuteron w.f. in the coordinate space, u0(r) and 
112( r ), satisfy the system of two coupled differential equations ( obtained from the 
Schrodinger equation for the initial w.f.): 

11 ( ) L( L + l) ( "" ) ) 2 uL r -
2 

UL r) + m ~ VL£ 11 (r uu,(r - atuL(r) = 0 
r L" 

(A.I) 

and the boundary conditions 

uL(0) = O; uL(r-> oo) = NLe-a,r_ (A.2) 

Here VLL"(r) is the radial component of the interaction potential, at=~, NL 
is some constant. 

Let us introduce four radial scattering w.f's of pn-system, gLL,(r, k), describing 
transitions between the states with the "deuteron" quantum numbers, i.e. J = l, 
S = I, L = 0, 2, L' = 0, 2. The corresponding system of equations and boundary 
conditions for gLL,(r, k) are 

11 
) L( L + l) "" ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) gLL,(r,k -

2 
gLL1 (r,k)+m~VLL"(r)gu 1u r,k +k gLL, r,k = 0, A.3 

. r V . 

gw(0,k) = O; gw(r-> oo,k) = 
2

~k [eikr8w - (-Il
1

S_iu(k)e-ikr], . (A.4) 

where S'i,u( k) is the complex conjugated scattering matrix (for definiteness we 
consider gLL,(r,k) as the components of the scattering function ef>H(r,k)). The 
normalization is chosen to be 

L r= dr [uL(r)] 2 = l, 
L la 

L 1= dr gr,u(r, k')gLL11 (r, k) = 
2

7rk
2 

fou,8(k - k'). 
L o . 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

Eqs. (A.I) and (A.3) differ from each other only by the last term on the left-. 
hand-sides. If we substitute k by -ia1, then the difference disappears, and the 
equations become the same. The second boundary condition in Eq. (A.4) goes 
over into 

gLL•(r-> oo, k-> -iat) = _I_ [ea,r bLL• - (-Il' S.iu(k-> -ia1)e-a'r]. (A,7) 
· 2at 

Since the S*-matrix has a pole at k = -iat, the term with ea,r is "suppressed", 
and we get 

( k . ) ( - 1 F+r s· (k . ) -a,r (A 8) gLL' r .... oo, .... -ZO:t = ? LL' .... -ZO'.t e , . 
-0'.t 
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that up to a constant factor coincides with the second condition in Eq. (A .. 2). So 
far as the boundary condition at r=O does not depend on k at all, we conclude 
that 

uL(r) = lim [Au(k)gw(r, k)], 
k--.-icx 

(A.9) 

the coefficient A being independent of rand L. In an expanded form Eq. (A.9) is 
equivalent to the two systems of equalities 

( uo(r)) = Iim [Ao(k) (goo(r, k))] 
u2(r) k-..-ia, g20(r, k) (A.10) 

and 

( uo(r)) = lim [A2(k) (go2(r, k))]. 
u2(r) k-..-ia, g22(r,k) 

(A.ll) 

Note that A0(k) and A2(k) are not unique, because they always can be multiplied 
by an arbitrary function cp(k) satisfying the condition cp(-iat) = 1. One possible 
choice is (18] 

Ao,
2
(k) = _ /2a1(k

2 + a;) . \ e-•50,2 
cos 2t1 ' 

(A.12) 

where 80,2 are the scattering phase shifts of the 3 S1- and 3 D1-states, respectively, t 1 

is the mixing parameter. All the quantities 80 ,2 , t 1 relate to the so-called "nuclear 
bar" parametrization (22). 

In Ref. (18] it was shown that Eq. (A.IO) with the coefficient A0(k) from 
Eq. (A.12) holds approximately true, even if we remove the sign of limit and take 
the right-hand-side of Eq. (A.10) at small real values of k. Since under these 
conditions iei50 I = 1, cos 2t1 ~ 1, we get 

(
luo(r)I) ~ J2at(k2 + a;) (lgoo(r,k)l). 
Ju2(r)J Jg20(r,k)J 

(A.13) 

Of course, Eq. (A.13) _is valid with good accuracy, if k is close to the threshold, 
and r < a, where a is the characteristic radius of the interaction potential. Going 
over to the momentum representation by the formulas 

UL(q') = 41r(-if l,c, drruL(r)jL(q'r), 

gw( q', k) = 41r( -if l'° dr r gLL,(r, k )jL( q'r) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(jL(q'r) is a spherical Bessel function) and taking into account the connection be
tween the functions UL'( q', k) and the previously introduced scattering amplitudes 
ti{,(q', k) 

gw( q', k) = tl1,,(q', k) 
4m(q12 _ k2 _ i0), (A.16) 
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we obtain 

(q'2 - k2) 2 [u~(q') + u;(q')] ~ O:'t(k
2 
~ a;) [JtM(q', k)l 2 + Jt16(q', k)l2]. (A.17) 

Sm 

Although, strictly speaking, Eq. (A.11) cc:n not be treated in the same way, as 
Eq. (A.10), and the relation between u0 (q'), u2 (q') and the amplitudes tM(q'.k), 
tg(q', k), analogous to Eq. (A.17), does not exist, at ka « 1 the sum Jtg(q', l.·)12 + 
ltg(q', k)l 2 is small compared to ltM(q', k)l 2 + lt16(q', k)l2. Therefore, without sig
nificant change of accuracy we may extend Eq. (A.17) to include into its right
hand-side all the four amplitudes: 

(q'
2 

- k
2

)
2 

[uMq') + u;(()] ~ O:'t(~
2

n~ an [ltM(q', k)j2 + lt~J(q', k)l 2 

+ltM(q', k)l 2 + Jtg(q', k)l2]. (A.IS) 

Numerical estimations show that even at k 2/m = 20 MeV the relative difference 
between the right-hand-sides of Eqs. (A.17) and (A.18) is less than 6%. when 'q' 
varies from 0 up to l GeV. 

Now, substituting Eq. (A.18) into Eq. (37) and comparing the result with 
Eq. (36) (keeping in mind that q12 ~ k2 ~ mJcl), we reproduce in the nonrela
tivistic limit Eq. (25) with the function-fsnv(k) defined by Eq. (27). 

On the basis of the same arguments we conclude that Eq. (25) with the function 
J,w,w(k) (Eq. (26)), being true for the single 3Si-state, holds also for the case of 
coupled 3 S1- 3 D1 channels. 
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